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Information Missing Puzzle, Where Is Hawking’s Error?
Ding-fang Zeng∗
Institute of Theoretical Physics, Beijing University of Technology, China, Bejing 100124
Matters falling into and consisting of a blackhole can oscillate periodically across instead of ac-
cumulate statically on the central point and form singularities there. In quantum language, this
oscillation not only resolves central singularities of the blackhole but also blurs its horizon remark-
ably. This blurring makes the horizon not a zero-thickness geometric surface any more, but an
extended physic region whose thickness is comparable with the horizon radius itself. It is our
negligence of this fact that leads to the information missing puzzle, and other related question in
blackhole physics. Besides the title question and Schwarzschild singularity’s resolving, the current
work also provides interpretations for the origin of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy and an explicitly
unitary formulation of Hawking radiations.
PACS numbers: 04.70.Dy, 04.20.Dw, 04.60.Ds, 11.25.Uv, 04.30.Db
INTRODUCTION
Steven Hawking walked through his extraordinary life
several months ago, leaving us great scientific heritages
among which the discovering that blackholes can radi-
ate in such a way that information may miss [3–5] at-
tracts the world’s attention most deeply. Since infor-
mation missing breaks the basic principle of quantum
mechanics1, many physicists consider it a huge conflict
between general relativity and quantum mechanics and a
strong signal to necessities of the more fundamental the-
ory of quantum gravitations. For this reason, physicists
including Hawking himself pay much effort to examine
if this is indeed the case or not, see refs.[1, 2] for more
related works. Basing on general ideas of gauge/gravity
duality, most researchers in this area agree that the basic
principle of quantum mechanics can not be violated and
Hawking must do something wrong somewhere in the cal-
culation or reasonings. However, consensus on where and
what he does erroneously that lead to this puzzle is never
reached uniformly in the area [7, 8]. The purpose of this
work is to provide a new answer to this question which
has pictures relevant with but different from the string
theory fuzzballs [9, 10] and uses ideas only of standard
general relativity and canonic quantum mechanics.
From the viewpoint of full quantum gravitation the-
ories, FIG.1, our answer lies on a level similar to that
of quantum mechanics in the working flow of quantum
electrodynamics and Hydrogen atom physics. This is
a valuable working level rarely explored by previous re-
searchers. Bekenstein and Mukhanov [11] once tried to
provide explanations for the blackhole entropy and quan-
tisation at the same level but failed. In their tryings, the
1 See e.g. [6], The quantum state of a close system evolving unitar-
ily — obeying Schrodinger equation — is considered as a basic
principle of quantum mechanics. By this principle pure state can
not become mixed one. The blackhole and its radiation products
as a whole can be looked as a close system.
microscopic degree of freedom of blackholes is carried
by the horizon area elements directly and the hole has
discrete mass levels, which leads to line-shape radiation
spectrum, thus contradicting with Hawking’s radiation
spectrum explicitly. While in our works, the blackhole
microscopic degrees of freedom is encoded in the radial
eigen motion modes of its matter-energy contents and no
discrete mass spectrum is required of the hole itself. Due
to the same reason, to get area law entropy in our picture
is a highly non-trivial work. We provide persuasive ev-
idences following from concrete calculations in the main
text that this is possible and reasonable. Our conclusion
is that, using standard general relativity and canonical
quantum mechanics, we can provide perfectly consistent
answers to most of the subtle/puzzling events occurring
on both the central point and horizon surface of black-
holes. More importantly, our answer is dis/verifiable in
the high precision gravitational wave observations.
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FIG. 1: What we do in this work between quantum gravita-
tion and Hawking radiations can be looked as a counterpart
of what quantum mechanics do between quantum electrody-
namics and hydrogen atom spectrums.
Our work may not be the final answer to the informa-
tion missing puzzle. But it is of great possibility that we
are on the right way, that is, quantum aspects of gravita-
tion collapse, the central singularity’s resolving and the
essence of blackhole microscopic state must be considered
in this question. On this point, our work agrees well with
2previous works such as [12–17]
WHERE IS THE ERROR? — SIMPLE BUT
STRAIGHT FORWARD ANSWER
The key idea behind Hawking’s calculation and reason-
ing is rather simple [8]. Surrounding a blackhole, both
the freely falling observer and fixed position ones have
their own mode expansion for quantum fields,


φ =
∑
ω
(
afrωe
−iωu + afr†ω e
iωu
)
, u ∼ t− r
φ =
∑
ω
(
afxω e
−iωu¯ + afx†ω e
iωu¯
)
, u¯ = u¯(u)
(1)
afxω =
∑
k
(αωκa
fr
κ + β
∗
ωκa
fr†
κ ), c.c. (2)
However, after some pure technique derivations, Hawking
finds that the vacuum state identified by freely falling
observers are not vacuums of the fixed position ones,
〈vac|afr†ω afrω |vac〉 = 0 6= 〈vac|afx†ω afxω |vac〉 =
1
e
~ω
kT ±1 (3)
That is, the latters see particles radiating from the black-
hole horizon and the thermal feature of these particles
implies that pure states describing the pre-blackhole con-
tents evolve into mixed ones of the radiation products so
that the unitarity principle of quantum mechanics is vi-
olated during this process.
Directive as it is, Hawking’s train of thought contains
a key bug. It focuses on particles being measured outside
the horizon but neglects the fact that blackhole has inner
structure and microstate, which is just the goal he tries
to show against but provides evidences for in his original
work on this question [3]. Just as we pointed out in ref.[2],
thermal features of the radiation products can be derived
out from averages on the initial and summations on the
final state of blackholes under consideration. Indeed, as
long as we look each mass M blackhole as a physical ob-
ject with exp[A/4G] = exp[4πGM2] possible microstate,
we will see that the probability it spontaneously radiates
a particle of mass ~ω and becomes another object of mass
M − ~ω equals to
P =
e4πG(M−~ω)
2 · e4πGM2
(e4πGM2−1)+(e4πGM2−2)+· · ·+1+1 (4)
~ω≪b
== e−8πGM~ω=e
− ~ωkTeff , kTeff ≡ (8πGM)−1
Because both the minimal blackhole and vacuum state
are once degenerate, we have two +1 terms in the de-
nominator. While due to averages on the possible initial
states, all final state becomes equally hard/easy to be
radiated into. Considering randomness of the quantum
radiation [19], the average energy emitted in one such
radiation event reads
〈E〉= ~ωe
−~ω/kT+0
e−~ω/kT+1
=
~ω
e~ω/kT+1
, for fermions (5)
〈E〉=
∑
n n~ωe
−n~ω/kT∑
n e
−n~ω/kT
=
~ω
e~ω/kT−1 , for bosons (6)
This reproduces the particle spectrum of Hawking’s radi-
ation exactly but leaves no places for information to miss
into.
Thermal features of the Hawking radiation are shown
more exactly in R. Wald’s 1975 paper [5] and the infor-
mation missing puzzles are made razor-sharp in AMPS’
2012 firewall arguments [18]. However, all these works
contain a fatally nonphysical assumption that, the event
horizon is a cut-clear, radius-definite geometric surface.
However, just as we will show in the following, a) by stan-
dard general relativity matters consisting the blackhole
are not accumulating on the central point statically but
are oscillating around there if their initial distributions
are not so, b) by canonical quantum mechanics these con-
sisting matters can only be at exp{[k ≈ 1] ·A/4G} possi-
ble discrete eigenstates all of which are of 0-measure on
the central point but of nonzero and exponentially small
outside the horizon, c) radial position uncertainties of
the horizon surface are as large as the horizon scale itself
∆x ≈ GM .
∆x
hor.surf
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FIG. 2: The left hand side is a blackhole with oscillatory mat-
ter core and ∆x-blurred horizon surface. “mor” in the figure
means matter occupation region. A collapsing star needs only
finite coordinate time to reach radius rh+∆x and will become
indistinguishable from a Schwarzschild blackhole of radius rh.
The right hand side sketches the modular square of a typical
quantum wave-functional of a matter oscillation mode. Ex-
act such functional can be written as direct product of many
factors, see eqs.(14) and remarks therein. Each of them cor-
responds to the probability amplitude a mass-shell consisting
the blackhole be detected at radius r.
The last observation above is very counter-intuitive be-
cause of the usual expectation ∆x ≈ λMdeBroglie = ~/M .
However, ~/M is uncertainties of the blackhole itself (the
central point position) but not the horizon-surface we are
3talking about. To calculate the latter, we should decom-
pose matters consisting of the blackhole into many con-
centric shells and use masses of the outmost one in the de
Broglie formula. From our results in §4, eq(17), we know
that the minimal value of such an outmost shell’s mass
satisfy conditions, GMmmin = ~ or mmin = ~/GM
2, as
results
∆x ≈ λmmindeBroglie =
~
~/GM
= GM (7)
This uncertainty’s being comparable with the horizon
size itself is the key to understand our proposition in
this work. It makes the horizon surface highly blurred
and makes both the Hawking-Wald type calculation and
the AMPS type arguments for information missing puz-
zle invalidate. Obviously in such case, Hilbert space of
the system is not factorized into the distinctive inside and
outside horizon ones. We cannot separate physics on each
of them and use thermal features of the outside part to
argue unitarity violation and information missing.
The horizon surface position’s uncertainty being com-
parable with the horizon size itself is also the key to un-
derstand a related somewhat philosophical puzzle: why
we can see others around us? By general relativity, any
people around us can be recognized being in a blackhole
of size H−10 whose center positions H
−1
0 away from us,
and we ourselves are just a little away from outside the
horizon, with H0 here being the Hubble parameter. If the
horizon is a cut-clear, radius-definite geometric surface,
we will not see others because we are outside the horizon
but they are inside it. This is obviously not the case. It is
just the big uncertainties ∆x = ~/mminoutmost shell = H
−1
0 /2
of the horizon surface’s position that makes our seeing
others no-barrier at all. Hawking-Wald, AMPS and many
other forms of information missing puzzles all have the
same logic, hence similar resolutions as this philosophi-
cal one. Obviously, if matters consisting of a blackhole
are accumulating on the central point statically and form
singularities there, then position uncertainties of the hori-
zon surface will be completely the same as the blackhole
central point itself and will be very small and not any res-
olution to this puzzle will be possible. So our resolution
scheme starts from:
THE SCHWARZSCHILD SINGULARITY’S
RESOLVING
The reason that S. Hawking neglected inner structures
of the blackhole has relevance with his another heritage,
2 Note that ~/GM is also the order of hawking temperature. So
such an outmost minimal-mass shell has little difference from the
typical hawking particles in S-wave state.
proofs of a serial of singularity theorems collaborating
with R. Penrose [20, 21]. According to these theorem,
all matters falling across the horizon of a blackhole, in-
cluding those consisting the hole itself must arrive onto
the central point in finite proper time and form singular-
ities there. Correct as it is, in both Hawking himself and
the latter followers, this is over interpreted into: such
singularities are static and eternal for all.
Js as can be easily shown physically, what happens nat-
urally when two particles colliding together or a spheri-
cal shell collapses is not a static singular point’s forma-
tion, but such a point’s instantaneous formation and the
closely following up crumbling. For perturbation field
theory and particle physicists, this is a very common
knowledge because in their S-matrix S = 1 + iT , the
forward amplitudes 1 are always the main and domi-
nant part, while the scattering or bounding-states’ for-
mation part are always the sub-dominant and E−1 decay-
ing one (cross section σ of the scattering is E−2 decaying,
σ ∝ |T |2), here E is the total energy of the system. In
a two-body colliding or spherical shell collapsing induced
by gravitations only, E is inversely proportional to the
size a of the region our particle or shells could be posi-
tioned by us. The idea that two particles colliding to-
gether or a shell collapsing to a point corresponds to just
the case a = 0 and E =∞, in which S = 1 and the for-
ward scattering matters only. Obviously, in this forward
process, singularities form and crumble instantaneously,
no static and eternal singularities form here.
FIG. 3: The left-most part is the Penrose-Carter diagram of
a Minkowski space time with a fixed size sphere. Blue curves
in the left second is a freely collapsing dust shell with mass m
released from infinity [21]. The popular saying is that when
the shell contracts into the horizon due to its own gravitation,
any game is over and nothing is knowable to the outsides.
While the right most part displays a dust shell’s oscillation
which is released statically from its horizon. The right second
is the Penrose-Carter diagram of this oscillation.
In general relativity, this singularity’s formation and
crumbling can be shown as follows. Consider a
freely collapsing zero pressure spherical shell under
self gravitations. Spacetimes outside such a shell is
Schwarzschildian, while the inside, Minkowskian. Sizes
of the shell change the same way as the radius coordinate
of a freely falling test particle in a Schwarzschild back-
4ground with equal masses. For observers fixed outside far
away and those fixed on the central point respectively,
{ ht˙=γ⇐ x¨0+Γ0µν x˙µx˙ν=0
ht˙2 − h−1r˙2 = 1 ,
{
′r˙ = r˙, h = 1− 2Gmr
′t˙2 −′r˙2 = 1 (8)
or
{ r˙2 = γ2 − h
t˙2 = γ2h−2
,
{
′r˙2 = γ2 − h, h = 1− 2Gmr
′t˙2 = γ2 − h+ 1 (9)
where {t, r}, {′t, ′r} and overdot are time, spatial radial
coordinates of the shell used by the two kinds of observers
and derivatives with respect to proper times of the shell
respectively; γ2 is an integration constant equals to the
value of h on r = rrel where the shell is released stat-
ically. If this release occurs outside the horizon, γ will
be real and less than 1. While if it occurs inside the
horizon, γ will be pure imaginary and γ2 < 0. Talking
about release and motion inside the horizon is meaning-
ful because we can have observers on the central point
around which the spacetime is simply Minkowskian be-
fore the shell arrives onto, see e.g. [16]. While as the
shell arrives onto, its radial speed becomes that of light(
d′r
d′t
)2 ′r→0−−−→ 1, so it cannot be stopped there but have
to go across that point and oscillate thereafter. This re-
solves the Schwarzschild singularity classically but avoid
contradictions with Hawking and Penrose’s singularity
naturally. Singularities indeed form in finite proper times
after the collapsing begins. However, it crumbles at the
same time it forms, see the following diagram represen-
tation.
Quantum mechanically, resolving of the Schwarzschild
singularity is also straightforward [2]. We only need to
multiply the shell mass on both sides of eqs.(9)’s first line
thus translating them into Hamiltonian constraints and
quantise canonically, that is, replacing mr˙ → i~ ∂∂r and
introducing a wave function Ψ(r) to denote the probabil-
ity amplitude the shell be measured at radius r and let it
be functioning object of the operatorised constraint, we
will get
[−~2∂2r−m2(γ2−h)]Ψ = 0, γ2 ≡ h[rrel] ∈ (−∞, 0) (10)
It can be verified that, the finite at origin, square in-
tegrable solution to eqs.(10) exists only when Gmm~
−1√
−γ2+1
=
1, 2, · · · , n. This is very similar to the simple hydrogen
atoms [19] and
Ψ = Ψβ(rˆ) = e
−βrˆβrˆL1q−1(2βrˆ), rˆ ≡ rm~−1 (11)
1 6 β2 ≡ −γ2 + 1, 2Gmm
2β~
≡ q = 1, 2, · · · , qmax (12)
where L1q−1(x) is the first order associated Legendre poly-
nomial. However, two big differences exists here. The
first is, because the shell is constrained to be spherical
and we are focusing on its radius’ evolution, the question
is essentially one-dimensional. As results, a factor of r−1
is absent relative to hydrogen atoms from the probabil-
ity amplitude and the wave function is definitely zero at
the origin. This is nothing but the Schwarzschild sin-
gularity’s resolving at quantum levels. Classically, this
resolving corresponds to the fact that the shell is going
across the central point at the speed of light, which is
the highest value during the whole oscillation process.
So the probability the shell be measured on that point
takes minimal values relative to those on other places.
The second difference is that, since the shell is released
statically from inside the horizon thus γ2 = h(rrel) < 0,
the value of β is always larger than 1. This leads to that
given masses, the number of allowed quantum states of
the shell is finite, symbolically
qmax = Floor[Gmm~
−1] (13)
Even if 0 < γ2 = h(rrel) thus β < 1, so that the shell is
released from outside the horizon, as long as the release
point is finitely further away from the horizon, qmax will
be finite.
THE ORIGIN OF BEKENSTEIN-HAWKING
ENTROPY
The spherical shell is the extremal case of general
spherical symmetric objects with continuous mass distri-
butions. For such objects, we can decompose them into
many sub-shells with quantum states of the whole sys-
tem denoted by the direct product of all sub-composites.
Superficially looking, this shell decomposition is arbi-
trary and the number of possible schemes should be non-
countable. However, since the microstate of all sub-
spheres are quantised similarly as eqs.(10), (11) and
(12), the number of distinguishable quantum states of
the system is countable and finite. Denoting the mass
of all sub-spheres in a shell decomposition scheme as
{m} = {m1,m2, · · · ,mℓ}, and the mass of contents in-
side each shell as {M1,M2, · · · ,Mℓ}, with M1 = m1,
M2 = m1 +m2, · · · , Mℓ =
∑ℓ
i mi, then the microstate
of the system and their number will be respectively
Ψ = Ψ{β} = Ψβ1 ⊗Ψβ2 · · · ⊗Ψβℓ (14)
[−~2∂2r−m2(γ2i − hi)]Ψβi=0, γ2i =1−
2GMi
rrel
<0 (15)
Ψβi = e
−βirˆβirˆL
1
qi−1(2βirˆ), rˆ = rm~
−1 (16)
16βi=
√
−γ2i +1,
2GMimi
2βi~
=qi=1,2 · · · ,qimax (17)
5{ mi
Mpl
} {2} {2 2 12 , 2 12 } {2 2√
2
, 2√
2
} {1, 1}
{M
1/2
i
M
1/2
pl
} {2 12 } {(2 2 12 ) 12 , 2 12 } {2 2√
2
,
√
2} {1, 1}
M
1/2
i m
M
3/2
pl
{2 12·2} {(2 2 12 ) 32 , 1} {(2√2) 32 , 2} {1, 1}
{qi} {1,2} {{1},{1}} {{0},{2}} {{1},{1}}
{qmax} {2} {1, 1} {0, 1} {1, 1}
TABLE I: The shell decomposition and microstate quantum
number of a freely collapsing dust ball with horizons in 4+1
dimensional space time. The third column decomposition is
non-allowable because its most inner shell of mass 2−√2 does
not satisfy quantising conditions of eq.(21). The last column
should not be counted as a valid decomposition way because it
cannot lead to distinguishable quantum state from the second
one.
W =
∑
{m}
W{m}, W{m} = q
1
max · q2max · · · qℓmax (18)
For these objects with small masses, the quantum state
can be listed out by brute force. We do so in ref.[2]
and find that their number falls on the curve W (M) =
ek∗A(M)/4G very precisely. This happens to be the area
law of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy formulas except for
numerical factor k ≈ (8π)−1.
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FIG. 4: The logarithmic value of microstate number v.s. area
of dust ball with horizons in 4- and 5-dimensional space-time.
The scattered points are the results of this work’s microstate
definition and enumeration by brute force. While the contin-
uous line is the fitting formula of kA(M)/4G. A ∝M2 in 4d
and ∝M 32 in 5d
Obviously, if this quantum state definition and enumer-
ation indeed catches the essence of blackhole microscopic
degrees of freedom, we will expect that it is dimension-
ally universal. Just as we pointed out in ref.[2], simply
generalising this calculation to 5 dimension encounters
the very troublesome eigenvalue problem [22] featured
by Calogero potentials. However, if we focus on 3+ǫ+1
dimensions and looke 5 as the limit of ǫ→ 1, then we will
get proper results as expected. In this case, the function
hi and parameter γi in eq.(15) become
hi(r)=1− 2GMi
r1+ǫ
, γ2i ≡hi(rrel)<0 (19)
The corresponding wave dynamic equations can not be
solved exactly. However, using Bohr-Sommerfield esti-
mation [23], we can get the γ-quantizing condition
∫ horizon
0
{
m2i
[−(γ2i −1)+2GMir1+ǫ
]} 1
2 dr=(qi+ν)π (20)
⇒ (GMi)
1
1+ǫmi
β(γi)
=(qi+ν), 1 6 βi ∼ −γ2i +1 (21)
with qi taking positive integer values and 0 < ν < 1.
We will take ν = 0 for simplicity. By this quantising
condition and completely the same listing method as in 4
dimensions, we can get all possible microstate quantum
numbers of a given mass dust ball with horizons in 5
dimension. TABLE I lists all quantum numbers for the
microstate of 2Mpl mass ball as an example. Just the
same as 4 dimensional case, quantum mechanically the
contents of a 5 dimensional dust ball with horizon can
only oscillate in a serial of finite, distinguishable eigen
modes. For more higher dimensional cases, although the
Bohr-Sommerfield estimation (20) does not apply, it is
believable that similar results should be true either.
FIG. 4 displays our quantitative results for the mi-
crostate number of 4 and 5-dimensional dust ball with
horizons and oscillating inner contents virsus their hori-
zon sizes directly. From the figure, we easily see that,
in both 4 and 5 dimensions, the logarithmic values
of these object’s microstate number fit with the area
law very well. Looking from outside, such dust balls
with horizons are not distinguishable from the equal
mass Schwarzschild blackholes. This implies that, mi-
crostates of Schwarzschild blackholes follow from the os-
cillation modes of its consisting matters inside the hori-
zon. The matter/energy contents and corresponding lay-
ering structure of the pre-hole star are not destroyed on
the central point, they are just over-running and going
to the other side of the system at all. Two possible ques-
tions may arise here, i) why we ignored the pressure of
contents of the pre-hole star? ii) why our microstate
counting did not yield the Bekenstein-Hawking forumla
S = A4G exactly but a proportional relation? On the
first question, our reply is, when all known physic effects
cannot resist the collapsing trends of self-gravitation, ig-
noring pressures of the consisting matters is reasonable.
On the second question, we note that when a dust
ball is partitioned into several concentric spherical shells,
e.g. three layer of mass {m1,m2,m3}, the matter con-
tents inside each shell have their own horizon sizes, e.g.
{rh1, rh2, rh3} ∝ {M1,M2,M3}, Mi ≡
∑
j6imi. It is
classically allowable that the matter contents of layer 2
moves inside rh3 but outside rh2, so its integration con-
stant β2 =
√−(1− rh2r ) + 1 < 1. However, the condition
1 6 βi in eqs. (17) and (21) excludes this possibility, thus
underestimates the microstate number systematically. A
new question arises here, will the remedy of this underes-
timation breaking the area law originating from its being
neglected? The answer is, no. Because when this remedy
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FIG. 5: The maximal number of layers a dust ball with
horizon can be divided into and their masses in 4- and 5-
dimensional space-time. The scattered points is the results
maximal number of layers following from the quantisation
condition of (17) and/or (21), with all βi setting to 1 and
counting by brute force. While the continuous line is the fit-
ting formula of kA(M)/4G. A ∝ M2 in 4d and ∝ M 32 in
5d
of shell-crossing motion is included, all sub-shells will be
equal-footing and the microstate of the system will be
symmetric direct product of them and their number will
be given by approximately,
W = c · c · · · · · c︸ ︷︷ ︸
max. num. layers
= cmax.num.layers (22)
The maximal number of layers such a ball can be di-
vided into is completely determined by the quantisation
condition of eqs.(17) and/or (21), with all βi being set
to 1. The results is shown in FIG.5 directly. Compar-
ing with FIG.4, we easily see that the maximal number
of layers and the logarithmic value of microstate num-
ber satisfy the same area law, even the proportionality
constant. Obviously, as long as we take c4d = e
8π or
c5d = e
3π2/4 similarly, will get the Bekenstein-Hawking
formula for blackhole entropies exactly.
This section tells us that, contents collapsing into their
own horizon are not fixed on the central point and form
singularities there statically. They are classically oscillat-
ing around there periodically and quantum mechanically
collapsing and expanding there in a serial of eigen-modes.
Dimension universally, the number of these eigen-modes
are finite and countable, and happens to be the equal
mass blackhole’s entropy exponentiation. This forms a
very simple but intuitive microscopic interpretations for
the latter.
HAWKING RADIATION, WHERE DOES THE
INFORMATION GO?
Now after establishing pictures for the microstate of
blackholes, we have chances to give the whole process of
Hawking radiation a more explicitly unitary formulation
and the question on where the information go when a
blackhole evaporates a more concrete answer. Accord-
ing to our picture, the Hawking radiation of a blackhole
is nothing but the spontaneous radiation of a quantum
system with eA/4G = e4πGm
2
possible initial states. Sim-
ilar to all such systems [24, 25], we can write down the
hamiltonian controlling their evolution as follows
H = HBH +Hvac +Hint (23)
=


bn
bn
. . .
b0

+
∑
k
~ωka
†
kak+
~ωk=∑
|bu bv |
guvb
†
uvak (24)
where H
BH
, Hvac and Hint are respectively hamiltonians
of the blackhole, the environment and interactions be-
tween them two. About H
BH
, we need only know that its
eigenvalues are {bn, bn , · · · , b1, b0 = 0} and respectively
{w = e4kπGb2n , w = e4kπGb2n · · · , 1, 1}-times degenerat-
ing. Hvac is denoted by many harmonic oscillator modes,
bosonic ones here for simplicity. When a mode’s ~ωk
happens to equal to some two eigenvalue bn’s difference,
it will have chances to go on shell and radiated away
from the blackhole. The Hint part functions to bring
energies from the former to the latter and vice versa.
Denoting the quantum state of a mass bℓ, binding status
u ∈ {1, 2, · · · , e4kπGb2ℓ}, blackhole and its environment
consisting of Hawking modes as |ℓu, n− ℓ〉, then3
~ωk=
bu bv
(b†uvak)|ℓv, n ℓ〉 = |(ℓ+ k)u, n ℓ k〉 (25)
b†uv=bvu, a k=a
†
k, guv=g
∗
vu∝
∫
Ψ∗ℓv[r]Ψ(ℓ+k)u[r]dr (26)
We will constrain ourselves to zero angular momentum
radiations, so the transition |ℓv, n ℓ〉 → |(ℓ+k)u, n ℓ k〉 is
induced by gravitation, i.e. mass monopole interactions
only. The proportionality in the definition of guv and/or
g∗vu just reflects the idea that two blackholes which have
more similar microscopic wave functions could be more
rapidly to transit to each other.
Now denoting the initial state of the system as |nw, 0〉,
and the latter time state as follows
|ψ(t)〉=
n∑
ℓ=0
eSℓ∑
v=1
e ibℓtcℓv(t)|ℓv, n ℓ〉 (27)
we will find through Schro¨dinger equation i~∂tψ(t) =
Hψ(t) that
i~∂tcℓv(t) = (bn−bℓ)cℓv+
6=ℓ∑
j
eSj∑
u=1
gvue
i(bℓ−bj)tcju(t) (28)
cnw(0) 1=cnu(0)=cnv (0)· · ·=0 (29)
3 bv , bu are abbreviations for bℓu = bℓ and b(ℓ+k)v = bℓ+k respec-
tively.
7This will leads to special time-dependent mass or horizon
size function for each microstate blackhole
mw(t) =
rwh (t)
2GN
=
n∑
ℓ=0
eSℓ∑
v=1
bℓvc
2
ℓv(t) (30)
We will call this function evaporation curve of them. For
a 2Mpl mass hole, whose 8 microstates are listed out ex-
plicitly in ref.[2], their characteristic evaporation curve,
as well as their averages are all displayed in FIG.6 explic-
itly. The average one corresponds to the variation trends
of Hawking radiations. It is because we focus on too small
blackholes and neglect momentum difference between the
radiation particles, thus very few final states, that lead
to the non monotone feature of the average curve [25].
To get this figure numerically, we let the proportionality
constant in (26) being set to 1.
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FIG. 6: The evaporating curve of 8 microstate blackholes
with 2Mpl masses as well as their average. Each curve repre-
sents a special mass variation process of the hole respectively.
Since we neglect the final state Hawking particles’ momen-
tum difference, the number of final state of each micro step
are highly underestimated, so the averaged evaporating curve
is not monotone decreasing.
As long as we know initial status of the blackhole, i.e.
the w value in nw, then we will be able to predict its lat-
ter time size variations exactly. On the other hand, if we
precisely measure a blackhole’s evaporation curve, then
we will be able to infer its initial status exactly. So the
information of initial blackholes goes to the evaporating
hole’s size variation feature, no information missing is
possible here. In Hawking’s calculation, it is the implicit
averaging over initial hole’s microstate that leads to ther-
mal features of the radiation product and neglecting of
the evaporating hole’s variation process that leads to the
information missing puzzle.
In some versions of the information missing puzzle, it
is argued that allowing radiation processes of the black-
hole to carry away its information will lead to causality
violations. However, just as we analyzed in §2, valid-
ity of this argument strongly depends on assumptions
that matters consisting the blackhole are accumulating
on the central point statically and the horizon is a cut-
clear, position-fixed geometric surface, physics between
the horizon surface and central singularity are controlled
by some Schwarzschild type metrics with abnormal sig-
natures. While in our pictures, the horizon is highly
blurred ∆x ≈ rh/2 and different microstate blackholes
have different radial mass profile, see Fig.2 for references.
Hawking radiation is a spontaneous process whose basic
mechanism is the usual quantum tunneling. For those mi-
crostate blackhole with matters oscillating more closely
around the central point, quantum tunneling of particles
from their matter occupation region to the outside hori-
zon is more harder and the corresponding blackholes will
have more longer lifetime.
COMPARING WITH STRING THEORY FUZZY
BALL PICTURE
Although our microstate picture for blackholes is very
similar to that of string theory fuzzy balls [9, 10], key
differences exist between the two. Most importantly, our
picture resolves the Schwarzschild singularity more thor-
oughly than the string theory fuzzy ball does. In ours,
the static, point-like singularity is replaced by a periodi-
cally oscillating, continuous radial mass distribution [2].
The inner metric of blackholes has the form4
ds2 = −(h−1 m˙
2
m′2
+ 1)dτ2 + h−1dr2 + r2dΩ22 (31)
h = 1− 2Gm(τ, r)
r
, r < r0 ≡ 2Gmtotal (32)
where m(τ, r) is determined by Einstein equations at the
classic level and by Wheeler-de Witt equations at quan-
tum levels. In the latter case, m(τ, r) can only take some
eigen modes whose total possible number equals to the
exponentiated area of the hole. While in string theory
fuzzy balls, the point-like central singularity is only re-
placed by a dynamic string-like singularity. For example,
in the NS1-P representation [10], the metric of the string
whose compactification in the transverse xi space will
reduce to the 4 + 1 dimensional fuzzy ball reads
ds2 = H [−dudv+Kdv2+2Aidxidv]+dx2i+dz2a (33)
H = 1 +
Q1
|~x− ~F (t− y)|2
, K =
Q1| ~˙F (t− y)|2
|~x− ~F (t− y)|2
(34)
Ai = − Q1
~˙Fi(t− y)
|~x− ~F (t− y)|2
, Buv, Bvi, e
2φ = · · · (35)
where Fi(t− y) are four arbitrary functions featuring the
quantum motion of the strings in transverse directions
xi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Singularities still occur along the string
trajectory ~x = ~F (t− y).
Secondly, in our microstate pictures, there are clear
horizons at the classic level which divide inner and out-
side of blackholes. At quantum levels, the horizon is
4 We provide in ref.[26] more explicit formulas for the inner metric
of Schwarzschild blackholes consisting of dust matters.
8blurred by the nonzero (outside horizon) value of the
wave function |Ψβ1(r)⊗Ψβ2(r) · · ·⊗Ψβℓ(r)|2 which mea-
sures the probability of mass shells consisting the black-
hole are found at radius r. While in string theory fuzzy
ball pictures, the horizon are blurred at both classic and
quantum levels. In a sense, string theory fuzzy ball pro-
vides only a “fuzzy”- without wave function description
— picture for blackholes. Due to its lacking of exact
quantum wave function, it cannot tell us exactly how
degree the horizon is blurred or fuzzy. While in our pic-
tures, exact wave function description allows us to derive
out the horizon fuzziness to be ∆x = rh/2.
Thirdly, in our microstate pictures, Schwarzschild
blackhole is the most simple object whose classic inner
metric and quantum wave function can be worked out
explicitly. While in string theory fuzzy balls, the pic-
ture can only be established for some specially designed
blackholes which correspond directly or indirectly to the
NS1-P system. Schwarzschild blackholes, for its lacking
of enough symmetries required by string theory method,
is the hardest to exploring.
Logically, we should require proper quantum gravita-
tion such as string theory to yield fuzzy ball picture for
blackholes, instead of use string theory picture to justify
rationalities of a semi-classic picture’s uncovering.
CONCLUSION
To the title question, we show that it is Hawking’s
neglecting or implicit averaging over the inner structure
microstate of blackholes that leads to the information
missing puzzle. While the negligence of microstate it-
self originate from an over interpretation of the singu-
larity theorem which says that matters collapsing into
their own horizon will fall on to the central point and
form static singularities there for ever. Both arguments
basing on perturbation theory S-matrix and calculations
in general relativity reveal that, matters collapsing into
their own horizon can go across the central point and os-
cillate around there. Central singularity is not a static
and once forever phenomena but a periodically oscilla-
tory and dynamic one.
We provide quantum description for matters consisting
of and oscillating inside the horizon of a blackhole and
show that, the radial position uncertainty of the horizon
surface is of the same size as the horizon radius itself
∆x ≈ rh/2 and, the distinguishable quantum state of the
system is countable and finite, with the number happens
to be exponentials of the horizon area and with each mi-
crostate corresponds to a special classic oscillation modes
of the contents. We show that this is the case in both
four and five dimensions and argue that in extremal cases
when all known physic forces cannot resist the trends of
self-gravitation collapses, neglecting the pressure of pre-
hole contents and looking them as dusts is reasonable.
Our results provide a semi-classic fuzzy ball picture for
microstate of blackholes. It is the ignorance of the high
degree blurring of the horizon surface ∆x ≈ rh/2 that
makes the various information missing argument difficult
to resolve.
Basing on our microstate interpretation, we construct
a hamiltonian thus explicitly unitary formulation for
Hawking radiations. Using this formulation, we calculate
the characteristic mass variation curve of 8 microstate
blackholes with equal 2Mpl mass. Each of them is dis-
tinguishable from each other. This forms a concretely
answer to the question on where the information is going
in Hawking radiations.
We also make comparisons between our microstate pic-
ture for blackholes and that of string theory fuzzy balls
and point out their differences schematically.
PROSPECTS
The goal of looking for errors in the information miss-
ing puzzle is not to find the error itself, but to find
the hints of quantum gravitations. Basing on this mo-
tivation, physicists have learned many things from this
looking for, e.g. the discovering of gauge/gravity du-
ality [27–29], and entanglement/geometry equivalences
[18, 30, 31]. From this aspects, we may say that no one
is welcome to present too simple answers to this puzzle,
although such answers are believed [32, 33] to exist in
many serious researches, and does not repel works start-
ing from more fundamental theory of quantum gravita-
tions, just as we indicated in FIG.1.
However, with the development of gravitational wave
phenomenologies [34, 35], the question on inner struc-
ture of blackholes are no long a pure theoretical one.
Gravitational waves following from binary blackholes and
other compact objects provides us a possible way to mea-
sure these objects’ inner structure definitely. Obviously,
blackholes in our microstate picture have totally differ-
ent quadrupole structure from those of conventional ones
featuring by the Schwarzschild singularity and the com-
pletely empty and abnormally signatured inner horizon
spacetime. As results, gravitational waves following from
binary blackholes in our picture are expected to have dif-
ferent features from those in conventional ones [36].
So, no matter we will become the non grata man which
encounters the too simple answer to the information miss-
ing puzzle or not, it is reasonable to expect that studies
on the inside horizon structure and microstate of black-
holes [37–39] will become the subject of gravitational
wave era in the new decades.
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